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Holistic

Flashback

Long lines steer some students from
seeking help at Health Service.

Alumni squad downs '81
team 5-4 in Saturday,.....match.
...

Hot
Sunny today
'th highs in the low

rage

90s.

Panther's
er hopes
fresh start

Watch out
Police to begin ticketing
student parking lots
By EVETTE PEARSON
Campus editor

ther's Lounge, 1421
St., re-opened last week
e 35-year-old new bar
hopes to change the image
establishment without
g the bar's name.
Szuminski took control
Panther's liquor license
ownership documents of
Thursday from previous
Dave Isbell.
ious Panther's owners had
ged with several violathe city ordinance prong entrance of persons
the age of 19.
inski, a three-year resiof Charleston, said
's will maintain its origie, but hopes to change
e of being a "freshman"
strict 19-year-old entry
one should change the
f the bar," Szuminski
thought about changing
name}, but it's had such a
of being called Panther's
one would probably call
anyway."
most recent violation by
r's ownership was filed
st Isbell last fall after a
t operation" by the
ston Police Department
in the arrests of 68 people
the age of 19 years old.
II was found guilty by
and Liquor Commissioner
Lanman, who requested
lion of Isbell 's license.
r, the commission found
tion of Isbell 's liquor
too strict.
inski said he plans on
· bing a good relationship
e city of Charleston and
uor commission despite
1culties.
mayor seems very happy
new ownership come into
," Szuminski said.
inski, an occupational
• n student at Eastern, said
to begin remodeling the
t spring or summer.
ave to see what the busis like first," Szuminski
At this point, our opening
a well-kept secret."
inski is also part owner
i's, formerly Hooters,
d at 1415 Fourth St.
nski and his partner Mel
took ownership of
's last year and closed the
r remodeling during the
two bar owners re-opened
Thursday after adding a
garden along the front of
"Jding.
've had a lot of fraternity
," Szuminski said. "We'd
have a mixed bag of peo.lru t at this point I don't

~
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Steady ...
Eastern cheerleaders form a pyramid during a routine Saturday afternoon by the Campus Pond. They were pelforming at the EIU Panther
Club picnic where head football coach Bob Spoo spoke to a crowd.

Students who've parked in a
student lot today without a valid
sticker, as luck would. have it,
probably already have a t~cket
because University Police will
start ticketing lots at 7 a.m.
Monday.
"Ticketing lots is usually a
priority that is enforced 24
hours a day," said Asstistant
Chief Kevin Kersey of the
University Police.
Last week, police officials
began ticketing staff and metered lots to ensure parking
spaces for the faculty and staff,
Kersey said.
"If we do not ticket staff lots,
there would be a problem with
the staff finding a place to
park," he said. "We usually
enforce staff and metered parking lots all year round."
Students began purchasing
parking stickers last Tuesday for
$15 per semester or $30 for the
entire year and for motorcycle
permits, $10 for the year and $5
for the semester.
"We always wait at least a
week before we begin ticketing
lots just out of courtesy for the
students and also to make sure
that they have time to purchase
permits," Kersey said.

Gorbachev prepares for more change,
republics speed independence moves
MOSCOW (AP) - President
Mikhail Gorbachev struggled
Sunday to stem the disintegration
of his authority, but a sixth Soviet
republic declared independence
and Russian leader Boris Yeltsin
continued to assert control:
Gorbachev huddled with top
advisers, preparing a speech for
the national legislature on
Monday. But Yeltsin and other
reformers said they wanted to
bypass the largely conservative
legislature and convene the more
reformist Congress of People's
Deputies.
Yeltsin, speaking Sunday night
on Russian television, said the
national legislature should formally dissolve Gorbachev's
Cabinet of Ministers, many of
whose members were involved In
last week's failed coup, including
Prime Minister Valentin Pavlov.
Yeltsin said he would prefer to
call a session Tuesday of the
Congress, the 2,250-member
body that selects the 542-member
legislature.
"It's better to gather the
Congress of People-'s Deputies a
day later ~d decide all questions

straight away on the involvement
of the Cabinet of Ministers, on the
replacement, the structure, new
cadres - much will have to be
changed," Yeltsin said in his televised remarks.
In the chaos created by the
hard-line coup, the _15 Soviet
republics were moving to assert
their
independence
from
Gorbachev's central government.
Byelorussian lawmakers passed
an independence declaration,
becoming the sixth republic to do
so. The Ukraine, the secondlargest republic, declared its independence a day earlier.
Said deputy Zenon Poznyak,
head of Byelorussia's pro-independence People's Front faction,
"This means we are leaving the
Soviet Union." The Moldavian
legislature planned to discuss
independence on Tuesday, the
news agency lnterfax reported.
Meanwhile, France, Argentina,
Norway and Denmark said they
were recognizing the independence declarations of the three
Baltic republics - Lithuania,
Latvia and Estonia. Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney said he

expected the United States to take
the same step shortly.
Gorbachev's spokesman, Vitaly
Ignatenko, acknowledged that
"there's no one today to prevent
the national republics from choosing their own road." Ignatenko,
interviewed on CNN:, stressed that
Gorbachev wanted to keep the
process within legal bounds. But
events appeared to avalanche
beyond Gorbachev's control.
The failed coup led to a stunning upheaval of the Soviet power
structure, culminating
in
Gorbachev's resignation Satu}'.day
as Communist Party chief.
Gorbachev also urged the party
leadership to disband and barred
the party from operating in the
armed forces, government, police,
courts and KGB secret police.
And he crippled it financially by
ordering its vast holdings turned
over to the parliament.
In continued fallout from the
coup attempt, Gorbachev's top
military adviser, Marshal Sergei
Akhromeyev, 68, committed suicide on Saturday, presidential aide
Karen Karagezian said. He
offered no details.

If a car is parked in a staff lot
without a valid permit, there is a
$15 fine, Kersey said.
"But if the student pays for
the ticket within 48 hours, the
cost will be half of the amount
shown on the ticket," he added.
Also, if students receive a
ticket and want to appeal it, they
can do so under the new appeals
process set up by the University
Police Department.
"We've already had approximately 10 students appeal their
tickets last week under the new
process," Kersey said.
The new appeals process
states that students who want to
appeal a ticket must first pay for
the ticket and then fill out an
appeals form.
If the appeal is granted, the
money will be refunded, but a
student must meet one of three
criteria: additional pertinent
information is not contained on
the original appeal form;
unususal or emergency circumstances appear to exist; or parking regulations or signs appear
significantly vague or misleading and warrant reconsideration,
Kersey said.
Students who wish to purchase a permit can do so at the
University Police Station
Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Faculty Senate
files Rea hiring
report in Booth
The Faculty Senate has put a
copy of the Patricia Rea investigation into the circumstances
surrounding the hiring of an
Eastern assistant vice president
on reserve at the reference desk
of Booth Library.
"We wanted members of
Eastern's community to have
access to Patricia Rea's findings," Faculty Senate Chair
David Carpenter said. "It's a
public institution. The public has
a right to know how the institution is being managed."
Rea, Board of Governors
assistant vice chancellor for legal
affairs, began investigating the
hiring of Arthur Rathjen,
Eastern's assistant vice president
for development, after the
Faculty Senate questioned
whether the hiring violated BGU
Affirmative Action guidelines.
Carpenter said Faculty Senate
members will discuss the report
at the senate's regular meeting 2
p.m. Tuesday in the Dean's conference room on the second floor
of Booth L¥>rarY.
_Staff report
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Eastern men featured in calendar
By ANN GILL

months, he said.
"It was easy to find models,"
Nickles said, adding, "I meet
some of the models from (knowing) the other models."
Bill Elliot of Marty's fame is
just one of the twelve featured.
The calendar also includes
Eastern students Mike Ring,
Rob Manbeville, Tim Decker,
Rick Swanson, Mike O'Donald,
David Heath, Al Wickerson,
Kevin Bushu, Troy Skoog and
Ron "Poncho" Ravoncho.
Eastern juggling instructor
Mike Tomison is also featured
as Mr. May.
To help out with publication
costs, Nickles sought out advertisers including . the Book '
Exchange & Comic Shop of :

Student government editor

The "Big Man on Campus"
calendar is here.
The calendar, which is a
Nickles Enterprises publication,
features men from Eastern 's
campus as well as a list of campus events including holidays
and exam dates.
"The calendar started in the
beginning of the summer," said
Kyle Nickles, founder of the
calendar
and
Nickles
Enterprises.
The photographs for the calendar were taken by Jackson
Avenue Photography, and the
calendar was put together by
Nickles over the summer

Mattoon, Mark's Fitness Club,
505 Lincoln Ave., Stix, 1412 4th
St., B.E.S.T. Academy of
Martial Arts, 610 1/2 Seventh
St., and Jackson Photography.
Each of the models will
receive a free calendar and an
8xl0 photo for their participation, Nickles said.
Copies of the calendar are
available at Stix, Mark's Fitness
Club and from any of the models featured, Nickles said. The
calendars are available for $10
each.
A autograph session will be
held Wednesday at Stix from 810 p.m. and copies of the calendar will be available at the session, Nickles said. ;,

'Cheers,' 'L.A. Law' and · 'M'ur.p h·y
Brown' lead with -13 Emmy nominations
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) Bebe Neuwirth won her second
award as supporting actress in a
comedy senes, and longtime comedy star Jonathan Winters won his
first Emmy on Sunday night in the
43rd Annual Prime-time Emmy
Awards.
Neuwirth, who plays the prim
psychiatrist who frequents the bar
Cheers, won the award for the
second year in a row.
'Tm so flattered. Thank you
very much." she said.
"Cheers" got a second prize
when James Burrows won for
direction for the episode "Woody
Interruptus." For writing in a
comedy series the Emmy went to
Gary Dontzig and Steven
Peterman for the "Murphy
Brown" episode "Jing!~ t{ell .. ·

Jingle Hell, Hingle All the Way."
Winters' nomination was only his
second in his many years in television.
Performance Emmys selected
by voters of the Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences were
presented Sunday night at the
Pasadena Civic Auditorium in a
ceremony hosted by Jamie Lee
Curtis, Jerry Seinfeld and Dennis
Miller.
Canceled series and longtime
hits dominated the field of primetime nominees, with "Cheers,"
"L.A. Law" and "Murphy
Brown" tied for a leading 13
nominations. The doomed "thirtysomething" and "China Beach"
were up for bids as best drama
series.
NBC led the field 'with 86 totaj;
-~
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nominations; ABC received 84
and CBS earned 69. PBS was
nominated 27 times and the
fledgling Fox Broadcasting Co.
was given 11, less than half its
total last year.
HBO had 17 nominations and
Turner Network Television got 10.
During Saturday night's technical awards, ABC grabbed 15 trophies during the non-televised
prelude to Sunday's nationally
broadcast ceremonies. CBS garnered 12 Emmys, and PBS aided by "The Civil War," its
much-lauded series, got I 0
awards. NBC followed with five.
Winners from Saturday's event
included the ABC miniseries
about Lt. Col. George Custer,
"Son of the Morning Star."
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Monday Night Football Specials:
Large Pizza - On-e Ingredient
and Two Drinks $8.95 dine in

l

only

The Wonien of
Delta Zeta
Would like to present
their new ~z
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Come In & Tackle
a Great Deal!
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Communist Party over
weekend to issue decrees a
ing his government's co
over state-owned enterpris
the Russian Federation.
Yeltsin will demand a
sion of the draft Union T
to "eliminate all the parts
were previously dedicate
the so-called central pow
Deputy Russian For
Minister Andrei Fyodorov
CNN.
In other developments:
Angry demonstrators in
Latvian capital of Riga to
a statue to the founder of
Soviet Communist P
Vladimir Lenin. Protester
the Chichen-Ingush capit
Grozny in the southern S
Union on Saturday took do
Lenin monument, block
police and KGB buildings
took control of radio and te
sion stations.
The Moscow city counci
Tuesday was to debate ta
down a massive Lenin sta
Mayor Gavriil Popov calle
citizens to refrain from pu
down monuments without
authorization.
In several republics, aut
ties stepped up actions ag
Communist Party branches
individuals suspected 01 c
plicity in the coup plot.
Ukrainian authorities se
Communist Party headqua
in Kiev pending an inves
tion of party complicity,
Maxim Myakentiy of the i
pendent Ukrainian Inform
Service.

•Continued from page 1
On his desk, investigators
found a suicide note and a statement from the coup plotters
telling him how to act when
their putsch began, Russian
television reported.
The suicide note said in part,
"Everything I have devoted my
life to building is collapsing,"
the TV reported without elaboration. A Yeltsin spokesman
said he knew of no evidence
linking Akhromeyev to the conspiracy.
Gorbachev, held under house
arrest during. the 63-hour coup
attempt, met Sunday with former' . adviser
Alexander
Yakovlev and aide Yevgeny
Primakov to prepare measures
he will propose to .the legislature for coping with the crisis.
He also will address the fate of
parliamentary speaker Anatoly
Lukyanov, described by Yeltsin
as the "ideologue" of the conspiracy.
Radical legislators will fight
Gorbachev 's agenda, said
Alexei Yablokov, a reformist
lawmaker.
Leningrad's reformist mayor,
Anatoly Sobchak, planned to
ask the legislature to debate a
resolution to recognize the independence of six republics including the Baltics - that are
refusing to sign Gorbachev 's
proposed Union Treaty.
Yeltsin, who led resistance to
the hard-line Communist coup,
capitalized on the disintegration
of the central government and
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! Large Pizza !! Small Pizza !
!
$8.25
!!
$6.35
!
!Delivered 345-2844 !!Delivered 345-2844!
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ng liries at Health Service: Are
ey worth the wait for ill students?
decided he would bypass the or accidents or the need for any
kind of health care," Beals said.
lines and treat himself.
"I asked if they usually had
Almost all cost to the stulong lines and she (the recep- dents for health service are paid
main source for medical tionist on duty) said 'yes, stu- for by the $2.30 fee taken from
ent on campus is dents usually start lining up the activity fee that is part of
m's Health Service, but around 7:30 and the doctors each students' tuition and fees.
lines and lengthy waits don't come in until 8:30,"' Pharmaceutical charges, howevtour some students from Koperski said. "I did not go. I er, do cost $3.50.
the facility.
was talking to my roommate; he
It is exactly the lack of funds,
19-member staff, with said his friend walked by - he according to Beals, that has kept
II-time and two part-time had a rash or something - and the service from expanding.
s, along with four full- he said the lines were really
"The tight money prevents
d two part-time nurses, long.
it," she said. "We've discussed
ady been flooded again
"I figure the best bet is to it, and we're utilizing every perear with more than 280 take care of yourself here at son and all the space we can."
rs coming in daily.
Eastern," he added.
Despite its faults, the clinic,
large number of people
"We're assuming if they were with its free service and conveg treatment is not some- ill enough, they would come nience, is still the best place to
new at Health Service. in," Beals said, referring to peo- go if students are truly sick,
clinic saw more than ple who opt to go elsewhere. "I Beals said.
patients between July can't imagine not coming in if
"I think that if you 're in deep,
and June 1991, and has they needed health care. Per- deep dire need of the health
the victim of 300-plus haps they'd go to a local physi- center, I think you should deficrowds on several cian. That's at their discretion. nitely wait in line and take your
Fred Robinson (center) and Mecca Evans (right) observe some baseWe can't make a person come in time," Koperski said. "If you
ball pennants Saturday at the Library Quad during a recruitment fair.
t's why it seems so hee- for our services."
have the time and you feel like
d the kids get so impaBeals said the big crowds are waiting in line, then I think you
said Gen Beals, assistant usually a beginning-of-the-year should go. If you've got to go to
rat Health Service.
thing for Health Service, which class, and it's not a real pressing ·
longer lines have driven faces students who have to hand issue, I suggest you wait it out."
attracted, "there were a lot of peoBy JILL BAUTER
students to forsake Health in immunization papers, need
Health Service is open from
Activities editor
ple taking fliers and pamphlets."
and treat themselves.
allergy shots or want to get 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
Students who volunteer for the
shman Chris Koperski acquainted with the service, as through Friday, and a nurse is
The Jesse White Juggling UB will have the opportunity to
e ill with a sore throat well as those students who are on duty from 4 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Team from Chicago entertained develop a variety of skills in the
ver last Tuesday, and sick.
'weekdays and from 10 a.m. to 5
students on the library quad areas of leadership, organization,
gh aware of the treat"No one can predict diseases p.m. on Saturdays.
Saturday at the University promotion and negotiation, said
offered at Health Service,
Ceci Brinker, assistant director of
Board's Recruitment Fair.
The event was planned by the student activities/minority affairs.
UB to increase awareness of the
The VB provides students with
"It's (the soybean ink) a lot better for our environREN MEDINA
organization's function on cam- affordable programming and
ment and our economy."
pus and attract student volunteers. entertainment, including comediRobinson said the News has been trying to buy
"The juggling team was pretty ans, concerts, lectures, movies,
astatewide first.
recycled paper for the last six years and finally
exciting,"
said UB Chair Trevor homecoming activities and speJuly l, the Daily Eastern News has been found a supplier this year.
"It
went over really well. cial events, Brown said.
Brown.
a contribution to the environment by printRobinson said the soybean ink has at least one
Free refreshments and games
We
had
a
steady
crowd all afterrecycled paper. And today, tlte News begins advantage over the ink the News has been using: It
were
provided for those who
noon."
ybean ink.
will not rub off as badly as the petroleum ink
In addition to the entertain- attended the VB-sponsored event.
tern will be the only paper that will be using would.
Brown also said the members
ment, information was available
ink in Illinois," said Glenn Robinson, busiHe also said the News will use approximately
to students about how they could of the UB are looking forward to
ager of the News. "We're the only daily 4,000 pounds of ink within the year.
Wednesday when they hold The
that uses 100 percent soybean ink, including
get involved with the UB.
"It (using recycled materials) would be safer for
ink."
Although Brown said he does Second City Comedy show in the
the environment, and every bit you can do is valuappropriate that we support soybean farmers able," Robinson said. "It makes more sense to use
not know exactly how many vol- Martin Luther King Jr. Un!versity
than petroleum farmers," added John David recycled paper than to use (newspaper print with)
unteers the recruitment fair Union.
chairman of Eastern 's journalism department. virgin ink."

Chicago jugglers entertain
during UB Recruitment Fair

ws does its part to maintain environment"

lorussia becomes latest Soviet republic to declare independence
OW (AP) - Byelorussia, a pillar
Soviet Union's traditional Slavic
n Sunday became the sixth republic
e independence and dealt a final
efforts to keep the country's hisnter together.
lorussia, the Ukraine and Russia
the Slavic core of the country once
as the Russian empire that became
'et Union after the 1917 revolution.
Ukraine had declared independence
y, leaving Russia the sole Slav-govrepublic still officially committed to
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev's

proposed Union Treaty to bind the 15
republics together.
The three Baltic states and Georgia also
have declared independence. The latest
declarations came in the avalanche of
events following last.week's failed coup
against Gorbachev, the driving force
behind the Union Treaty. ·
Lawmakers in the Byelorussian republic
of more than 10 million southwest of
Moscow voted unanimously Sunday to
declare full independence, said Zenon
Poznyak, a lawmaker from the nationalist
Pooular Front faction.

U'tl_arty's

"This means full independence and no
Union Treaty. This means we are leaving
the Soviet Union:" Poznyak told The
Associated Press from the capital Minsk.
Earlier, the conservative leader of the
Byelorussian republic, Nikolai Dementei,
announced his resignation Sunday in a special session of parliament.
Parliamentary spokesman Yuri Popov
said in a telephone interview the 60-yearo ld Dementei, chairman of the
Byelorussian Supreme Soviet, resigned
with the intention of retiring, and that his
resie:nation was acceoted bv oarliament.

Dementei is a longtime Byelorussian
Communist Party official who became the
republic's leader in July 1989.
The Interfax n~ws agency also reported
that the Byelorussian Communist Party
chief, Anatoly Malofeyev, announced the
party was separating from the Soviet
Communist Party and that he was leaving
the federal party's Politburo.
Byelorussia had been the most peaceful
of the republics until last spring, when it
erupted with pent-up anger over the disaster at the nearby Chernobyl nuclear plant
and orice hikes.

Rush

Today's lunch special:

5 oz. grilled chicken
club sandwich w /fries

$2.99
Tonight:

$300 pitchers
3 for $ 1 chili dogs

Tonight at 7 p.m.
Conie Play Volleyball and Have A BBQ Bash
For Rides and Info Call 581-6893
Located at Greek Court
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Students today
lack ambition
to make change
Apathy and general laziness is approaching
nationally epidemic proportions.
And it would appear that the disease has
spread onto Eastern's campus, where student
organizations that extol talent and leadership
while placing almost no value on beer drinking or frisbee throwing find it increasingly difficult to attract talented and ambitious students.
There's a lot that can be said about the
leaders of yesterday. Jim Edgar, former student body president of
Eastern, is an excellent
-------example of the opportunity that Eastern' s campus has for the taking, If
young, ambitious students. only make the
effort to seek out their fortune.
What can be said for the leaders of tomorrow?
Eastern has about 200 political science
majors, who we assume are interested in politics of some sort. Those 200 students can find
no better place than Student Government to
get a taste of practical politics.
Though Student Body President Martha
Price, a senior home -economics major, may
argue against political science majors having
any edge in student government.
Consider also, the journalism department
has 1 70-plus majors currently enrolled at
Eastern, yet the newspaper, television and the
radio station each boast only a handful of
ambitious students who take advantage of the
excellent facilities available.
Currently the Student Senate has seven
seats open for the fall semester, seats most of
which were left open by former senate members now graduated.
We hope the senate is successful in filling
those seats, and should they fill the seats, we
hope the campus will be fortunate enough to
have aggressive leaders in those seats
(Though voting records show that on the average only about t ,000 students really deserve
solid and effective leaders serving them, while
the rest deserve a refresher course in democracy.).
Perhaps it is wrong to claim that apathy or
laziness has infected Eastern's campus. It is
wrong to assume that many Eastern students
are lazy just because -student organizations
often have trouble attracting talented, enterprising new members.
After all, the collective mileage walked by
hundreds of Eastern students every night to
and from the bars would probably exceed the
length of a challenging marathon race.

Americans need a good spanking
- Are we really turning into a
country of crybabies?
Are we all to the point where
-we cannot admit our mistakes
and must instead blame them on
others such as the entertainment
industry, the government or our
neighbors next door?
Are we also so afraid of ticking
off the other groups and organlzati ons by certain opinions or
artistic expression that we are laura
ready to censor or blacklist the Durnell
individual or artist who has those - - - - - - beliefs? I didn't think about any of this too much, until
I read the Aug. ·t 2 issue of Time magazine. The cover
read, "Busybodies and Crybabies: What's happening
to the American character?"
As I read the essay by Jesse Birnbaum, I started to
see a lot of current events relate to this crybaby label.
On the bottom of the page t 7 there is a chart entitled "Brame Game" which lists different cities in the
world and the incidents occuring there that are
labeled as examples of crybabyness.
The first example reads: "In Los Angeles, at least
three cops who witnessed the notorious videotaped
beating of a black motorist last March have filed for
worker's compensation, claiming that they suffered
anxiety and stress."
Another example reads: "In Cannes, France, black
writer-director Spike Lee, miffed because his film Do
The Right Thing did not win first prize at that annual
film festival in t 989, implied that the judges' decision
was racist."
The last example reads: "In Cincinnati, Ohio,
Edward H. Winter sued a local hospital for 'wrongful
living.' Winter argued that nursing personnel violated

his rights when they saved his life after he ex
enced an episode of extremely rapid heartb
despite his instructions that no such effort shou
attempted. Winter died about two years later; a j
•.. threw out the case, which has been pursu
Winter's estate."
We are turning Into a country of people who
nothing better to do then blame others for our
tunes, hardships or disappointments.
Jay North, the former child star who port
Dennis the Menace on television In the t 950s,
tently whines about how his mistreatment as a
star led him to become the angry man he Is
North has appeared on numerous talk sho
news specials lambasting Hollywood for treatin
like a piece of meat. Instead of going on with
North can only drone on how the syste
Hollywood abused and used him.
The essay In Time also gave an example of
sometimes artistic expression is under fire for
ing certain groups. The example given was the
Disney movie Fantasia.
Time stated, many groups came out, ranging
conservationists offended by the waste of water
"Sorcerer's Apprentice" to a man claiming the'
on Bald Mountain" frightened his child because
scary nature.
We all have our gripes and many time those
are justified, but many, maybe too many, are
stantly griping about everything believed to har
offend others. The best thing to do right now Is
all of these crybabies.
As parents say about a child who throws a
tantrum to get his way, "Ignore him and he'll s
he wants Is attention."
- Laura Dume/I Is a staff writer and columnist
Dally Eastern News.

Editorial

Only those live who do good.
Leo Tolstoy
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Your turn
Campus police·
need to write
a ticket policy

and as a student. In that time I
have received several tickets while
I was using my car and my gas and
displaying a university business
sticker In my car window.
The university business I happened to be conducting when these
. tickets were received was an effort
Dear editor:
to gain Information about the parkI hate to harp on an old l~sue, ing lot conditions and trying to help
but something needs to be done solve some of the problems.
about the parking problem on this
Most of these tickets were voided
campus. No, I am not referring to with the help of a physical plant
this problem as a lack of parking, administrator. However, once the
because there is an abundance of glorious security department found
spaces available.
out I was a student they decided
The problem lies in those per- they could not accept any more
sons who are afflicted with a hand exemptions until I purchased a parkcramping syndrome due to the ing sticker. The only catch is they
number of unwarranted parking won't sell me a parking sticker.
tickets they write (otherwise
Oh, wouldn't it be a wonderful
known as Eastern Security, world if the Eastern security would
although I'm not yet sure as to not change their policy mid-stream,
what they secure.)
or at least notify someone of their
I have worked for this university policies? Or better yet, maybe the
for over two years as civil service Faculty Senate would look into how

these fine men and women
form were appointed to
tions.

Letter pol
The Dally Eastern
encourages letters to the
concerning any local,
national or International lss
Letters should be less th
words. For the letter to be
ed, the name of the aut
addition to the author's a
and telephone number, m
included.
Anonymous letters will
printed.
If a letter has more than
authors, only the names
first three authors will be p
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orrow. We're just biding our
e." "Everyone knows our

policy," he continued. "We want
to see the Baltics free. Let's see
what happens tomorrow. It
should be an interesting day."
Meanwhile, Arkady Maslen-
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nikov, a spokesman for the
Supreme Soviet, said that he
foresaw "some kind of orderly
divorce or separation'~ for the
restive Soviet republics. Maslen-

would meet later this week to
decide whether the 12 EC rnember s should , recognize the
republics' independence.
British Prime Minster John
Major said that Douglas Hogg, a
representative of the Foreign
Office, will travel to the Baltics
for meetings with leaders of
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia in
coming days.
Scandinavian countries and
West Germany also moved
toward establishing diplomatic
ties with the republics.
Said Cheney: "I suspect it will
be a relatively short period of
time until there will be recognition of the independence of the
Baltic republics" by the United
States.

nikov appeared on NBC's. "Meet
the Press" with Cheney.
The Dutch Foreign Ministry
said Sunday that European
Community foreign ministers

ederal planes blast targets Train ride to Damascus possible
Croatl•a ' ·.18 reported d ead railro~d a~
~ail
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP) - Army
tanks and gunships battered Croatian
itions Sunday in some of the harshest
cks yet in the breakaway republic.
s reports said at least 18 people had
Fighting has escalated between Croatia's
sand army-backed ethnic Serb militin opposed to secession, and Croatian
ials have threatened even more attacks
ss federal soldiers withdraw.
The heaviest fighting was in and around
ovar in eastern Croatia, wnere -Croat
s shot down a federal Air Force plane
rday. The pilot ejected and was res' an army statement said.
On Sunday in Vukovar, a shell hit a car,
ling three civilians and injuring 11, the
al radio said. Another station, Radio
reb, said warplanes bombed the town
gunships on the Danube River opened
Radio Zagreb said Serb guerrillas and
troops were trying to take the town,
described the fighting as the heaviest
olving the federal military since Croatia
tared independence June 25.
1\vo people were killed at Borovo Selo
rth of Vukovar, Croatian television
rted.
At least 13 other people were killed in

battles Sunday, according to reports that
could not immediately be verified.
The toll is nearing 300 for the number of
people that have been killed since Croatia
declared independence. An Aug. 7 ceasefire proclaimed by the federal presidency
failed to stop the fighting.
Croatia's 600,000 ethnic Serbs, who
.make up 12 percent of the republic's population, say they want to remain in
Yugoslavia if Croatia secedes.
Crqatia accuses the SerQ..led federal mil;itary ~or g{vinf ~1lpons ~·and support to
..Serb inswgents:~The.wmy,.Jlowever, says it
only seeks to separate the two warring parties, but will retaliate if attacked.
On Sunday, Croatian President Franjo
Tudjman and Defense Minister Luka Bebic
toured several Croatian-held towns south
of Zagreb, the radio said.
Tudjman and his military commande{s
met Saturday in Zagreb to make "preparations for the defense of Croatia." Croatian
leaders have said the republic will order
civilians to arm themselves unless the army
withdraws by Saturday.
Ethnic Serb forces ha><e been able to
advance steadily and have captured most of
the strategic Baranja region north of
Osijek, a Croat stronghold virtually cut off
by rebels.

AUDmONS

'SELL SHORT,
SAVE LONG"

FOR
EASTERN'S
OUTSTANDING
SHOW CHOIR

10 WORDS FOR 1 DAY
FOR ONLY $1

FOR SALE ITEMS
ONLY!
Visit the Business Office
to place your ad.

ROSH HANIKRA, Israel (AP)-The general of the International Union of
tunnel the border is bricked up
ways, and proposed restoring rail
and pieces of twisted track dangle over a lmks under U .N. auspices before a peace
·
agreement.
_
crater.
No trains have run between Tel Aviv
- "Such a gesture could help the peace
and Beirut since 1948. But now, with process," said Bar_-Kochva, a retired genMiddle East peace talks on the horizon, eral.
·
the possibility of traveling by train to
The tracks are part· of a military
Beirut, even Damascus, is gripping imag- railroad built by the British rulers of
inations.
Palestine between the world wars.
· Maybe it's just the nostalgia of people
It ran from the Suez Canal in Egypt via
surrounded for 43 years by hostile neigh- Haifa to Beirut, with a spur to Damascus
bors, but many Israelis are old enough to that connected with the Hejaz railroad
remember a rail network that brought and Moslem holy places in Saudi Arabia.
Jews and Arabs together from all over the The network also served Jordan, and
Middle East.
;, ~
~ibya ·via·Egypt. ·' ·
Sections of track remain - overgrown
Trains stopped running between. Israel
in fields, imbedded in roads ai crossings, ' and Lebanon oays before the 1948 war.
passing the occasional derelict station, Today, Israeli passenger service along the
petering out at frontiers.
Mediterranean ends at Nahariya, a resort
Israel Davidi's snack bar is built on the town six miles from the border. ·
dormant tracks of the Tel Aviv-Beirut
Yonah Ben-Ezer, 76,. said he and his
line, about 200 yards from the blocked wife took the train from Haifa to Beirut
tunnel. He longs for the train to run during World War II for two weeks of
again.
skiing in the Lebanese m9untains.
"I want to go back to Lebanon, this
He pointed to the border across the
time not in a tank but on a train, like a wooded hills and said: "Lebanon is so
tourist," said Davidi, 39, who took part in close. I would be very happy if they
Israel's invasion of Lebanon in 1982.
opened the line again. It _would be a symMoshe Bar-Kochva, director of the bol of normal relations.". Others are skepRailroad Authority, said the stretch of tical.
·
track south of the Lebanese border could
"I don't believe peace will come," said
Iris Rabi, 27, who wa.s waiting in the
be restored in weeks.
Bar-Kochva said he met recently in Nahariya station for the Tel Aviv train
Paris with Michel Walgrave, secretary- after a four-day holiday.

Tuesday - August 28 6:00 p.m. DVORAK CONCERT HALL
For Information contact ROBERT HILLS at 581-3111
or 345-1500 or see bulletin board outside STUDIO #27
in DOUDNA FINE ARTS CENTER.

Mother's.
Genuine Draft Nite!
$1.00 Genuine draft lite bottles
· 3 for $1 hamburgers
w/purchase

COME DOWN&.. WIN
A PRIZE!

Welcome Back

EIU STUDENTS
THE. BODY SHOP
NEW BULBS &.. FACE TANNERS
3200 SUPER "WOLFF" BEDS WITH FACE TANNERS.
25 MINUTE SESSIONS
PACKAGES GOOD FOR 6 MONTHS.

348-TANS

1410 6th St.
OLDTOWNE APTS.

THE NEWEST &. BEST BEDS IN TOWN!

AXA

LA.MBDA CHI ALPHA
Caribbean Night
7 pm Tonight
Greek Court
For Rides & Info Call
581-6890 or 581-6880
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Women face sex discrimination
in some Fortune 500.companies
WASHINGTON (AP) - Less Majority.
The Washington-area research
than 3 percent of the top jobs at
Fortune 500 companies were held and advocacy organization, which
by women in 1990, according to a works for the advancement of
study by a women's rights advoca- . women in the workplace, timed the
release of its study to coincide with
cy group.
Only 175, or 2.6 percent, of the the 71 st anniversary of women
6,502 corporate officers employed winning the right to vote in the
at the nation's largest companies United States.
Besides the low number of
last year were women, according to
the stuc!y released Sunday by the women in key executive positions,
Feminist Majority Foundation. The the study also found that corporate
group blamed the disparity on sex boards weren't crowded with
discrimination and an enduring women.
old-boy network in the business
Last year, 4.5 percent - or 254 of
5,384 - of the Fortune 500 di-recworld.
The study, which looked at jobs torships were held by women.
And only five women are the
at the level of vice president and
up, was based on figures compiled chief executive officers at the
by a University of Southern Cal- Fortune 500 companies.
ifornia researcher.
Although only 2.6 percent of top
"At the current rate of increase officers are women, the study said
in executive women, it will take women comprise 40 percent of all
until the year 2466 - or over 450 executive, management and adminyears - to reach equality with exec- istrative positions, up from 24 perutive men," said Eleanor Smeal, cent in 1976.
"They remain confined mostly
the former president of the
National Organization for Women to the middle and lower ranks, and
who now heads the Feminist the senior levels of management

The Women of Delta Zeta
would like to warmly
welcome their new
house mom

are almost exclusively male
domains," the study said.
Citing various reports, the study
said women are still victims of an
"oldboys" network and male "clubbiness" that dominates corporate
executive suites. Men, when deciding whom to promote, often tap
people like themselves, the study
said.
"The men at the top look to former colleagues and old school ties;
in both areas, women have been
virtually absent," the study said.
Just two weeks ago, Labor
Secretary Lynn Martin pledged to
use her office to help shatter the
"glass ceiling" blocking the advancement of women and minorities.
Spokesmen for women's groups,
however, said they weren't impressed with the Labor Department's initiative to encourage companies to develop their own strategies for promoting women. The
department found barriers to women's advancement in a study of
nine Fortune 500 companies.

BARB GOUGH
OPEN

Billiard Bar
&
Restaurant

Daily 11-2
Beer Garden Open
Daily 3 pm
Sunday 12-8 pm

345-7849

\

Monday
Lunch
Grilled Chicken Breast Sandwich $3.50
Dinner
All You Can Eat Spaghetti $2.75
Pizza Sllces $1.00 After 8:00 p.m.
20 oz. Draft Special
Pool FREE 'Tll 9:00 - $.75 After 9:00
NFL Football On Big Screen
Big Screen TV

Most divorced women remarry frequently
WASHINGTON (AP) - Most .
of the divorced Americans who
venture down the wedding aisle
again are women, and a good ·
number are marrying first-time
grooms, the government said
Monday.
Experts say the change
reflects the growing acceptability of divorce as well as shifting
population trends. Men are waiting longer to get married, for
example. - - - - ~-- ·- - .. - -·The ·l"{aifonal C~l~i;:•.for
Health.Statistics' siid 'there were
nearly 2.4 million weddings in
1988. Some 10.7 percent were
divorced men marrying nevermarried women. But a greater
number, around 10.9 percent,
represented unions between
divorced women and previously
unwed men.
That's the first time divorced
woman-single-man pairing has
outnumbered the opposite· combination since the center, a division of the Department of
Health and Human Services,
began keeping such statistics in
1964.
People who make a living

SON LIGHT
Power Gym
Fall Membership

$65.00
Specializing in
Personalized Weight Training

519 7th St.
Charleston

345-1544

Royal Heights
1509 S. Second
"Behind White Hen"

·Deluxe 3BR
•Furnished
•Open
Courtyard

~·t · *Only 2 left
! ~$21 O/mo./person
1 Worner Management

348-5312

watching America's marrying
habits say they've seen the
change coming.
"It's definitely happening,"
says Lori Machiorlette, marketing director for Together Dating
Inc., a dating service that has
offices throughout the United
States and overseas.
"Everything is changing,"
agreed Beverly Sitnick, bridal
manager at the- Claife Dratch··
women's sp"e \:iaity ~store in
Bethesda, ·?J1d: .:'UM notieing-,so
many combinations of divorced
and single people."
Barbara Foley Wilson, a
demographer with the center,
said she be-lieves _a major reason for the shift is the everincreasing ages at which many
men marry for the first time.
The median age of men when
they first married was 25.5 in
1988, up three years from 1974.
"The n_a ture of being single
has changed a lot," she said.
"Men are getting older and
remaining single , and when
they're getting married they're
no longer in school. They're
finding their potential spouses

MAKE UP to 9.50/HR
PART-TIME
Students, this is a great opportunity
to gain valuable communications
skills for your future, while making
extra cash for today! Consolidated
Telemarketing is offering part-time
evening positions with flexible
scheduling available Mon.-Sat. We
offer 5 .00/HR Guaranteed plus·.
Bonus' up to 9.50/HR! To build yotir .~
resume and make some good
money at the same time call - 3485250 EOE

CHEER TEAM
TRYOUT
Girls &Guy~
J.V. Squad
Clinics to be held
Aug. 23, 26, 27 on
McAfee Stage
For more info call
Dave 345-6754

through work and social events.
And there, a lot of women have
been married already."
Wilson and Andrew Cherlin,
a sociologist at Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore who has
written books about marriage,
divorce and remarriage, also say
the explanation may lie in the
aging of the postwar baby boom
generation, the 63 million
Americans born between the
late T9'4tfsa0ci eari·y- t'960s-:--- - '
T~~'ly~$"~qiertWttt~t ·

.group· outnumber the generation
just b~hind them. With many
men marrying women siightly
younger than them, that means
that for the youngest male baby
boomers, there aren't enough
younger women to go around.
As a result, some of them are
turning to women who are
somewhat older - and divorced.
"For men, there used to be a
surplus of younger women and
the men could be choosy," said
Cherlin. "Now, there are fewer
younger women for the men."
Cherlin also believes that the
figures illustrate the decreasing
stigma divorce carries.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
UNIFIED AUDITIONS

STUDENTS!

for

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR?
WE TAKE QRDERS
AND
WE HAVE A HO!JSEF!JL OF
BOOKS•
'1

*PLUS*

•

'cards .•. calendars
CANDY
"PANTHEB gANN~BS"
posters ... mugs
and other goodies

LINCOLN
BOOKSHOP
619 MONROE
ON THE CHARLESTON SQUARE

AND

.
-.

Fall Semester 1991
Unified Auditions will be held
for
I•

• STOP THE WORLD,
I WANT TO GET OFF
• IN WHITE AMERICA
• 'NIGHT MOTHER
• THE COMEDY OF
ERRORS

For "Old Times Sake"

we'll give you 10% OFF
everything you buy*
IF YOU ASK FOR IT!
~!.!~!.!SI 2l ·2~
"wh~r~ tb~ QQQlsS ar~ ••• "

at 7:30 p.m. Monday, Aug. 26
and

at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 27

Monday-Friday 10-5 p.m.
SATURDAY 10-4 p.m.

345-6070
*no double-discounts
consignment or layaways

Call 581-311 O for information

.IV\onday,August26, 1991
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perts: Asbestos
ency was unneeded
RINGFIELD (AP) - Four
ago, with much fanfare,
is created a new agency
as vital to dealing with the
ds of state buildings that
· the cancer-causing matebestos.
t now, millions of dollars
the Asbestos Abatement
'ty has quietly been aboland state asbestos experts
lit on whether it was ever
at all.
was a political endeavor,"
Otto Klein, an air pollution
for the Illinois EnvironProtection Agency.
t had nothing to do with
s removal." He and othy the authority was a waste
and energy.
stuck a new name on the
ing mechanisms for hanasbestos, added a new
of bureaucracy and then
thing that wasn't getting
anyway, they say.
te audit found that almost
years after the authority
ated, it hadn't filed plans
ling with asbestos, which
cades was used routinely
lation and fireproofing .

No one, critic or supporter,
suggests the authority's abolition
will slow progress on asbestos
removal or litigation.
But former employees of the
authority defend it. They maintain it brought order to chaos and
made Illinois a leader on an
important health issue.
"The authority was created to
bring all the agencies that were
involved with asbestos under one
umbrella," said Donna Dagnall,
former director of the authority.
"I am absolutely sure the taxpayers have benefited from the
cooperation."
All agree the authority was an
ill-defined agency, its work often
overlapping with work already
being conducted by others in
state government. Its goal,
depending on who is talking, was
to oversee the removal of
asbestos from state buildings or
sue the makers of the asbestos or
collect information on the extent
of the problem.
Rather than existing as a distinct entity with a large staff of
its own, it brought together other
agencies and generally used portions of their staffs for its work.

hools face strikes as
ening day approaches
Associated Press
er vacations are about to
r school children through·nois, but in several areas
lved contract issues could
dassroom doors closed on
gday.
chers and school officials
ed negotiations into the
in at least three districts.
additional districts were
'ous stages of last-minute
to resolve contract dis'es remain the key issue in
districts.
e votes already have been
in several districts, fulfiliing
gal requirement for advance
if there is to be a walkout.
while, one district ended a
and another reached a tenta's only school strike on
when they agreed to accept

a 4.5 percent pay raise for each of
the next three years. The walkout
had kept classrooms closed for
three days.
In the Vermillion County community of Westville, teachers,
who have been wor:,king without a
contract since July 1990, will vote
Monday on a proposed pact. The
first day of classes for the unit district's l,300 students is scheduled
for Wednesday.
Details of the tentative agreement were not released.
Here's a rundown on districts
with unresolved contract issues:
Addison - Negotiations continued Sunday on a contract for 211
teachers. Classes are scheduled to
begin Wednesday.
Chicago - The teachers' union
and the school board remain far
apart in their negotiations for a
new contract. Classes in the
nation's third-largest public
school system are scheduled to
begin Sept. 4.

Th-e Men of

Sigma Chi
LiX

NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP .

Legion of Honor Award
OUTSTANDING INTERNATIONAL CHAPTER

Peterson Significant Award

EIU

OUTSTANDING
FRATERNAL ORGANIZATION

NIVERSITY PRESIDENTS AWARD
SECOND OVERALL FATERNITY GPA
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
INTRAMURAL CHAMPIONS

BROTHERHOOD
AT ITS BEST!
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Steak Dinner!!

"SIGMA PI ·STYLE"

A
"juicy"

Baked
Potato

Boz.

Salad
Bar

NY Strip
Steak

Drink

Sigma Pi Fall Rush 1991
Tonight 6-?
Sigma Pi House - 956 6th Street
For rides & info call 345-9523 or 348-5413
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Let the campus know what services you offer. Place an ad in the
Classifieds of The Daily Eastern
News!

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be re.sponsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 58 t-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All dassified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the fol1owing days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid In advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News ls subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Dally Eastern News
assumes no liability If for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an ac!Vertisement.

NOW HIRING full-time and parttime. Caring individuals to help
teach developmentally disabled
adults. Some full-time benefits
available. $4.60/hr. apply in person 738 18th St.

Female roommate needed, nice,
new 2br/2ba, washer/dryer,
Charleston $200/mo. Phone 3481712.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/29
Female
roommate.
Royal
Heights. $165.00 plus utilities.
Ask for Michele 345-7992.
September's rent free.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/29
Needed male roommate at St.
James Place Apt. Charleston, IL
Call 217-347-8909 in evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/30 '

Female roommate needed large
one-bedroom apartment. 875 7th
$135 each. 345-7387 after 5 p.m.

,...-..,...,---,------,.___,=-a12a

Looking for a roommate. Female.
The House is located at 1509 A
Street. 345:3220.

SlaVIClS 0mUD
TllAVU
TllAININCi/SC.HOOLS
HllPWANTED
WANTlD

Rn>ls/llJDERS
ROOMMATES

ROOMMATE WANTED! Open
bedroom on Madison. Large
room, hardwood floors, clean ..
.$150/mo. plus 1/2 utilities. For
more info, call 345-1235, leave
name and number!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/27

FOR RlNr
FOR SALE

LOST &. FOUND
ANNOUNCf.Mf.NrS

8/26

MINORITY TODAY will have a meeting on Aug. 28 at 5:30 p.m. in Buzzard Bldg. Also meeting with NABJ. All new and interested writers,
please attend.
NATIONAL PAN-HELLENIC COUNCIL will have its 1st meeting of the
semester August 26th at 6:00 p.m. in the Martinsville room, University
Union.
EIU's GAY/LESBIAN GROUP meet every week. If interested, please
call X3413. All calls are confidential.
DELTA SIGMA Pl will have a regular business meeting on Aug. 26th at
6 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room. Wear letters during the day
and to meeting.
HOTLINE will be Monday, 8/26 at 9 p.m. on 3rd floor, Union. HOTLINE
is an informal gathering of students like yourself whose purpose is to
share prayer requests and praises to God. NEWCOMERS ALWAYS
WELCOME!
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOC. will have an informal meeting
tonight at 6:00 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall Room #29. Any questions? Call
Tabi at 581-5485 or Angie at 345-5039. All business and pre-business
members welcome.
EIU WOMEN'S SOCCER CLUB will have soccer practice tonight from
6:00-7:00 p.m. on fields next to Lawson Hall. Everyone welcome.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have a chapter meeting on Aug. 26th at 5:30
in 301 Life Science. First chapter meeting of the semester is tonight.
Please bring your $30 membership fee.
EIU KARATE CLUB will have practice tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the Union
Gallery. All styles welcome. Vets & Beginners.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
confliciing information will not be run.

ACROSS
,.

Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

Ao FORM

Name: ________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Students D Yes 0 No

Phone:

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

1 Evian, e.g.
4 Egypt's
President:
1970-81
•Red planet
13Tra--ts Resin used as
incense
t i Mine entrance
17 Tiny particle
18 Send payment
19 Information
20 Douglas's best
seller: 1948
23 Chemical suffix
24 A son of Gad:
Gen. 46:16
21Uncanny
nStanley
Steamer, e.g.

31 Matures
M~POh~r'S'·:__::_ ~
De-Lovely"
35 Lector
38 Low female
voice
40 Tolkien's best
seller: 1977
43 Mexican Indian
,..Emissary
45 Greek letter
4e Mother of Helen
of Troy
4eDykstraof
baseball
49 Encounters
11 Guido's high
note
S3Moo
14 Du Maurier's
bestseller:
1946

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days_ _ _ _ _--'Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit
.:.+.:.a.::.&.:::.i

.::.a.:.:.a=.i

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per Word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.

-3~:,:.+;~

.:.:.a..;;.a.::.a..;;,,,i

DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

~.

Fresh Prince
Blossom
Movie:Turn
Back the Clock

News
Tonight
Late Night

Major Dad
Murphy Brown
Designing Women
Northern Exposure
News
M*A"S*H
Current Affair
Hard Copy

MacGyver:
Movie: Finding
the Way Home

Baseball Tonita
Love Connection
Johnny B.
Nightline

Tennis
Volleyball
Surfing
Surfer Magazine
Crime Story
Sportscenter
Truck Comp.

Baseball:
Dodgers at
Cubs

News
Magnum P.I.
Hitchhiker
Hitchcock

Movie

Now!
that will get
you a job later!
The Dally
EastemNews
is hiring:
Advertising Representatives
&... Advertising Designers
(Macintosh experience needed)

Apply at
The Eastem News office
BBN. Gym

Air: CombJ~rm
M -Actress Kaaton
es Nev. city
I I - t h e Red
17 "King Olaf"
composer
18 Emulated Mac
Davis
n Garden herb
70Casino
machines
71 Spanish article

DOWN
1 Bedstaff
2 Footway
3 This improves
dry skin
4 Durable twilled
fabric
I Hebrew letter
• Actress Moore
7 Sir Kingsley

I Church
contribution
•Shortpoem
10 Number-one
man
11 Moreno or Gam
12""Musial or Getz
14 Winsor's best
seller, "Forever
-":1945
21 Large lemur
22 Notable period
21 Jokers

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Get the
Experience

.a

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Payment:

.war-.....,..,.,.

Check out the Classifieds!

Al>omON

Daily

For your frlltemltr.
sorority, tNm or olhlt
campus orf/Mllut#on.

-----~,...--=-c--1216

Want to be published? The Daily
Eastern News needs reporters
and copy editors to cover campus
events and help edit copy. Interested? Call Stuart, Debbie or
Penny at 581-2812 or stop by
The DAily Eastern News, N. Buzzard Gym.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/30
FARM HELP &/or TRUCK
DRIVERS! Students - Work
around your class schedule.
Mornings, afternoons, evening
hrs. available. Experience preferred. Min. $4.15/hr. 946-4210.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/28
EXTERIOR PAINTERS. Experienced Student Painters needed
to paint Charleston are homes.
Full or Part-time. AMERICA'S
COLLEGE PAINTERS 1-(800)626-6267 "painting America's
homes coast to coast"
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./5
UB Coordinator positions available. Come to 201 Union for
applications. Interviews Tues.,
Aug. 27.

DIRECTORY

The

2 BDR furnished apartment 2 or 3
students $375/month. Deposit
required. 345-4010.
~---------00
Subleaser needed! Close to campus, behind Dominos - $135/mo.
Female. Call 345-3185 or 3451608.
,...,--~-=-~-~~8./28
House for Rent 4 people. 1 block
from campus. 345-2263, 3453401 .

Adventure
can
Masters
Chasing a
Rainbow
Movie:
Scarface

42 Defective auto
47 Fatima's
husband
so Pitchers
a Saw
12 Aconcagua site
30 Played video
S3Sidelong
tape again
glances
32 Typewriter type
54 Far East weight
33 Ermine, at times
unit
38Cubit

27 River in SE
France
28 Dromedary

ssOn earth

se Coloratura
17 Quarter of a
saPuddings
19 Two-winged
eoTrue
e1 Moffo or
Pavlova
82 Ships' reco

37 Slower, in
music: Abbr .
398urden

Movie: Dead
Silence
Movie:
Infidelity

Spencer :For
Hire

Star Trek : Next
Generation
Andy Griffith
Arsenio

Molly Dodd

Party Machine

Wildside
Kayapo
World Away
Wild Things
Beyond 2000

. .. . ..

Living Wrth Animals Expos
Fredrick Douglas Braves
And Now Another
Firing Line
Roy Rogers
Movie:
House
Buck Berie Show
August
Streets of
San Francisco
... ...

.

. : .. ..... _... .:". ·.. ·... ·.

8/26
'""d-:-r-oo_m_a_p-:-t.-av-a-:i:-1a.,..b.,.-1
e' tu ror unfurnished - new carvinyl. Single roommates
have own bedroom in big
w/new carpet & vinyl. Call
345-4600.
8/30
"""'l,-oc-a
. 7te-d,--c-,l-os-e-:-to-==E.,.,.IU.,-fo: r 3
ts $360/mo. 826-2598 eve.
34 day.
--..,.---,-,---,---9/4
oom furnish.ad apartment 1
north of Lincoln on 9th.
21 or 348-8349.
~--;----;---;-;--.,..--1216
room large furnished apart! convenient to EIU and the
e. 345-6621 or 348-8349.
-.,---,----,--.,-__..,,·1216
room in new apt. building
furnished. l,.ow utilities. Qne
k north of Lincoln on 4th.
621 or 348-8349.
1216
~.-s-u-:-b-,le_a_s-er-n-ee-d-,e-d~.Own
, only 165/mo. utilities paid.
ent location. Call (618)869alter 5:30. Ask for Shane.
~-,--.,....,---,.----8/30
ent. 1 bedroom to rent to
- plenty of parking - close
pus. 345-960 or 345-6930.
~--;-::-7""-...,-----,-8/30
ed 2-bedroom apartment
one other quiet non-smoking
. Own room. Washer/dryer.

ch full page display and
for Mac SE, $400. 581, 345-4753.
,....,...,--,----..,..---;--,-8/26
te sound system for band.
, snake, amps, stands, the
. Even trailer 348-1888 any-

~-:--=:-"":-:'.=-;--,---;--=-:1216
Desk 30 1/2 high, 58 1/2
$35. Call 345-6797.
"-::;::-;--;;c=-::----:---:-1216
CD player $50, advent digiund processor $!50. Four
base speakers w/equalizer,
radio cassette $200. More

7282.
1216
'-a-v-ox-st:-e-re-o-,$;;-;3:-::0:-.-;:R:-e-alistic
$125. Marantz Equalizer
$60. Zenith 12" speakers
-5460.
1216
;-:;C;;;-h-,-ev-e-::tt-:-e-c4:-sc:-cp-ce-:-e-:-d--;;A7M/FM
tte, new tires, looks great,
75,000 miles $2300.00

2.
1216

~E=E=Ro--=s=T=E=R=E~O-S~Y~s=TEM
PLETE WITH CABINET.
100 SPEAKES. $250. 5810AVE OR 345-7818.
8/28
~tabl-;-;-e-:3:-::6:::-,,7'X-:4:=7;;-'',...,.4-p-ad.ded
. Good condition. $50. 348-

2 antique twin beds, on rollers,
beautiful wood, complete, (new
mattress, springs) 250 ea. Set
500. New Desk & K Wood, $60.
2522 S. 5th St.
~--------8./27
Complete engineering graphics
supplies. $20. Call Anne 3455187.

FOUND: Keys in Blair Hall. See
Laurie Ann, 100 Blair Hall to identify.
~~-,---,------~8./27
LOST in Lantz building. Set of
keys with red Nike Key ring. Call
if found 345-7747.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/26
Set of keys with picture frame
and red key chain found in Buzzard Bldg. To claim call 2812.
~~---,,--,------8./27
LOST: Grey checkbook wired
checks. Possible lost at Kiehm or
Blair. Call 345-6759. Reward.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/27
REWARD: Lost Keys - blue key
chain - 5 keys. If found call Cheryl
at Ph. # 3010.

1991-92 Eventsful calendar
books on sale NOW! Union Bookstore. $4.
=~~..,....,.-=-=~..,.....,,---,-8./26
DELTA TAU DELTA Casino Night
Monday August 26th 6 p.m. for
rides or info. call 348-8222 or
348-0473.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/26
Do you commute to Champaign?
Grad student needs ride M-Th.
Call 345-7388.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/29
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Homecoming applications for 1991 are
now available in Rm. 201 in the
Union. They will only be avallable
until September 4, so pick your
up )oday. · ·'
---.,-,--,----,----9:/4
Interested in becoming a student
senator? Student Govt. is
appointing senators to fill 7
vacancies. Any students interested are urged to apply in Room
201, University Union.
=----=-=----8/29
DELTA TAU DELTA Casino Night
Monday August 26th 6 pm. for
info. or rides call 348-8222 or
348-0473.

=-=-------~8/26

RUSH DELTS!! RUSH DELTS!!
RUSH DELTS!!
=----=-=--___,--,8/26
DELTA TAU DELTA Casino Night
Monday August 26th 6 p.m. For
rides or info. call 348-8222 or
348-0473 .
.,..,...,..,....,-=---,--+q_8126
1991-92 Eventsful calendar
books on sale NOW! Union Bookstore $4.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/26

Phi Gamma Nu Professional
Business Fraternity Rush Rush
Rush! Tues. 8/27 5:30 LH 017
Formal, Wed. 8/28 5:30 LH 017
Formal, Wed. 8/28 TBA Informal,
Thurs. 8/29 5:30 LH 017 Formal.

=-~==---,.,...,-~~~8/26

Pl KAPPA ALPHA RUSH Tonight
at 5:30 p.m. "A Taste of Pi Kappa
Alpha." Turn PIKE for the ride of
your life. For rides and info. Call
581-6595 or 6555.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/26
DELTA TAU DELTA Casino Night
Monday August 26th 6 pm. For
rides or info. call 348-8222 or
348-0473.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/26
DELTS!! Welcome back to another fantastic year. Good lutk with
rush!! Love, Mary.

=--,--~------8/26

Rush Sigma Nu ... Barbecue 5:30
p.m. at Greek Court. Hot Dogs,
Burgers, and Brats. Come Relax
Among Friends. Sigma Nu.

~-------~8/26

1991-92 Eventsful calendar
books on sale NOW! Union Bookstore $4.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/26
The Golden Comb Beauty & Tanning Salon 1205 3rd 1 1/2 blks.
N. Lincoln 345-7530.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/26

DELTA TAU DELTA Casino Night
Monday August 26th 6 p.m. For
rides or info. call 348-8222 or
348-0473.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/26
Furniture Sale: Fri - Sat. a.m. 812. 2522 S. 5th St. Moving Many misc. items. Lamps, kit.
equipment, lava, cab, incl. sink,
med. cab. lights, continuing next
wk. 10-2 by chance.
~-~------·8/27
HEY YOU: Homecoming applications are now available in Rm.
201 in the Union. Pick yours up
TODAY - they will be available
uhtil Sept. 4.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/4·
DELTA TAU DELTA Casino Night
Monday August 26th 6 pm. For
info or rides call 348-8222 or 3480473.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/26
Pl KAPPA ALPHA RUSH.
Tonight at 5:30 pm. "A Taste of Pi
Kappa Alpha." Turn PIKE for the
ride of your life. For Rides anq
Info call 581-6595 or 6555.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/26
HOMECOMING '91: Attention
Everyone - Applications for
Homecoming 1991 are now available in Room 201 in the Union.
Stop by and pick your up TODAY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/4

We Pay Cash for Broken gold
jewelry, diamonds, class rings,
gold or silver coins & collection
modern & antique guns. The
Pawn Shop 518 6th On the
Square. 348-1011

-=-~--~..,.-,,..-,..--,1216

DELTA TAU DELTA Casino Night
Monday August 26th 6 p.m. for
info. or rides call 348-8222 or
348-0473.

-,..--=------~8/26

Kelly Dykstra: ·Have the best
birthday in the 100 years of birthdays and keep your tongue ·out of
guys ears. - CRIS.

--------~8/26

DELTA TAU DELTA Casino Night
Monday August 26th 6 PM for
infer or rides call 348-8222 or
348-0473.

-------~~8/26

Pl KAPPA ALPHA RUSH tonight
at 5:30 p.m. "A Taste of Pi Kappa
Alpha." Turn PIKE for the ride of
your life. For Rides and Info. call
581-6595 or 6555.
=-c-o:-,-,--,---c---,-8./26
Delta Chis: I am really excited for
this year. We will all have a lot of
fun! I want to wish you the best of
luck with Rush - You guys will do
great. P.S. I really missed you
this summer. Love, Julie.

Sigma Chi Rush presents comedian "Buzz Sutherland." 6:00-9:00
pm. Monday at Sigma Chi Greek
Court. For Rides 581-6846.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/26
Congratulations to the men of
Sigma Chi on winning the 19901991 intramurals trophy!
8/26
~sw-1M=M-l~N~G-A=N~D~D~1v=1N~G~T.EAM

meeting for all interested members, Tuesday, Aug. 27, 3 PM,
Lantz Pool or call 2612.
-~~~~~~-~8/26
RUSH DELTS!! RUSH DELTS!!
RUSH DELTS!!
8/26
T""-o~T=H~E=--M~E~N-o-=F-s"'"'1=G=M~A p I:
WELCOME BACK I HOPE YOUR
SUMMER WAS GREAT! CAN'T
WAIT , To SEE ALL OF YOU
SOON. HAVE FUN AND GOOD
LUCK. WITH FALL RUSH!!
LOVE, KELLY.
,,-,.-------,---8/26
The new pet store is open every
day! 1O gallon aquarium $6.99.
Petropics-1500 Madison. 3481018.

-------~-8/30

Have something to sell? Need a
place to live? Check out the Classifieds of The Daily Eastern
News!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/26

Imagine a
newspaper
-with 110
news • • •
reporlets arid ..
photographers
needed at
The Daily
Eastern !Yews
For more information
contact

GRADE CHANGE APPEALS
Appeals to change assigned
grades must be initiated by the
student through the appropriate
instructors within four weeks after
the start of the grading period following the one for which the contested grades are recorded. The
deadline for Summer Term 1991
grade change appeals is
Wednesday, September 18,
1991.

<Jamea Ei. Martin
Registrar

FULL·TIME STUDENT
ACADEMICALLY
In order to be considered a
FULL-TIME student ACADEMICALLY, a student must carry AT
LEAST 12 semester hours each
semester and AT LEAST 6
semester hours during a summer
term . For any number of
semester hours less than 12 during a semester and 6 during a

summer term, a student is considered a PART-TIME student
ACADEMICALLY. This is the rule
by which Records Office certifies
students as full-time to such
agencies as loan agencies, good
student discount, etc. If you have
questions concerning any of this,
please contact Records Office.
James E. Martin
Registrar
APPLICATION
FOR GRADUATION
Application and reapplication
for graduation for Fall Semester
1991 must be accomplished no
later than the deadline of 4:30
p.m. on Friday, August 30, 1991.
The application forms are available in the Records Office 119
Old Main.

James E. Martin
Registrar

Debbie Carlson

or
Stuart Tart
at 581-2812
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAV is $1.00
*The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to
sell an items or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced .

lvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __

t='Jt.Q.'{ SAWl?.O~'( I Gt.T
UP fl..\ 51)( ANO ~T

TuREE: B:iw\.S or

CR\INC\.I~

$\.IGi\R

Name: ___________________

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - -

Message:

(one word per line)

~B':.>.

Under Classification of:
Expiration code (office use only)

-

No. words/days

Person accepting ad _ __
Compositor_ _ __
Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

The Dally Eastern Ne
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Cards down L.A., sweep series
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Rookie
Rhea! Cormier gave up a run in
5 2-3 innings and Lee Smith finished for his 300th career save
as the Cardinals completed a
three-game sweep of the NL
West-leading Dodgers with a 52 victory Sunday.
Los Angeles entered the day
with a <>ne-game lead over
Atlanta, while St. Louis
remained five games behind
Pittsburgh in the East.
Todd Zeile had three hits and
two RBis and Ozzie Smith had
three hits and an RBI as the
Cardinals made it eight victories
in 11 games.
Cormier (2-1) has the only
two victories by a Cardinals
left-handed starter this season.
He also went 2-for-2 and scored
a run, but had to leave the game
after sustaining a contusion
when Darryl Strawberry hit a

line drive off his pitching arm
for an infield hit with two outs
in the sixth.
Cormier gave up six hits,
struck out four and walked
none, and 50 of his 65 pitches .
were strikes.
Smith worked the ninth to
become the fifth player to
record 300 saves. He's tied with
Bruce Sutter for fourth on the
all-time list, and leads the
league with 35 saves.
Zeile had two ground-rule
doubles and an infield single off
Tim .Belcher (8-10). He was 5for-10 in the series with five
RBis.
Belcher worked six innings
and gave up four runs, three
earned.
He's won only once with four
no-decisions in his last five
starts, despite giving up only six
earned runs in 37 2-3 innings.

Strawberry got his 20th RBI
in nine games on a groundout in
the first and Brett Butler had
three hits and an RBI for the
Dodgers.
Butler is 2 l-for-44 in his last
12 games.
Butler singled to lead off the
first and eventually scored on
Strawberry's grounder to give
the Dodgers the lead.
The Cardinals tied the score
in the bottom of the first on
Zeile 's run-scoring double.
Zeile got his second RBI with
an infield hit in the third, giving
the Cardinals the lead. Mike
Sharperson fielded the ball but
couldn't get it out of his glove
in time to make a throw.
Rex Hudler had an RBI single
and Tom Pagnozzi drove in
another with a squeeze bunt in
the sixth as the Cardinals made
it 4-1.

Cubs burned by Jackson; lose 12-9
CHICAGO (AP) - Darrin (5-7) came in and walked pinch
Jackson hit two home runs, batter Jack Howell to force in a
including his first career grand run. One out later, Jackson hit
slam to highlight a six-run sixth . his slam over the left-field
inning, as the Padres outslugged fence.
Singles by Tony Fernandez,
the Cubs 12-9.
Jackson had a career-high five Tony Gwynn and Santiago proRBis as he raised his home run duced another run. Fernandez
total to 14. It was the second hit his fourth homer in the
time this season - and third in eighth.
Mike Maddux (5-2) was the
his career - that Jackson hit two
home runs in one game. He also winner after taking over for San
hit two against the Giants on Diego
starter
Dennis
Rasmussen. Rookie Jim Lewis
June 30.
Benito Santiago and Kevin pitched 3 1-3 innings and Jose
Ward started the sixth with sin- Melendez got the last two outs
gles and Tim Teufel, who had for his second save.
Jackson hit starter Danny
hit a three-run homer in the second, walked. Loser Bob Scanlan Jackson's second pitch for his

13th' homer and Teufel hit his
sixth homer in the second after
Santiago singled and Ward doubled.
Hector Villanueva's two-run
homer started a five-run
Chicago second ..
The Padres tied it in the third
when Fernandez singled, stole
second, continued to third on
Villanueva's throwing error and
scored as McGriff bounced out.
Villanueva also doubled to
start a three-run third. Dascenzo
walked and both runners scored
on a pinch double by Dwight
Smith.
Smith then scored on a double
by Dunston.

FRIEND'S & CO.
509 Van Buren Ave.

SPORTS BAR
OPEN
50 cent Keystone Lt.
Pool Tables
Darts
Pinball and more

Keep informed!
Read
The Daily

CHINA 88
RESTAURANT
BUFFET LUNCH HOURS:
Sunday through Friday
11 :00 am to 2:00 pm

DINNER HOURS:
Sunday Thru Thursday
3:00 pm to 9:00 pm
Free soup with Dinner Entree on Weekdays
Friday and Saturday
3:00 pm to 10:00 pm

DINNER SPECIALS
Changed Daily
1140 Lincoln Avenue - Charleston
Rt. 16 across 12th St. 348-1232

Pagliai's Pizza
Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price

pog\iai's
PIZZA

$7 .95 plus tax
Not valid with any other off
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends

345-3400
Expires 9/20/91

GRAND
OPENING!!
Petroplcs Pet Store
•Largest Selection of Marine "
and Fresh Water Fish
•Complete Inventory
• Open 7 days a week
1500 Madison St. • Charleston

348-1018

Eastern News!
The link
between the
world and you!

Madison Street

1~:.h

1::ill1:::;::::;1::rn:rni
Petropics

4th

18th

St

St

§igma ' i
Fall Rush 1991
THE
COUNSELING
CENTER
is forming an
.Adult Children
of Alcoholics
group.
If interested,
call the
Counseling Center

3-TIME RECIPIENT OF THE
GRAND SAGES AWARD
For the most outstanding
chapter In the U.S. Overall
THE SECOND CITY NATIONAL TOURING COMPANY
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28, 1991
7:00 & 9:30 P.M. GRAND BALLROOM
ADMISSION $3 W/ID $5 GENERAL PUBLIC

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

at 581-3413

JOIN THE GENTLEMEN Of
KAPPA DELTA RHO and the
Sorority Women of Eastern
for a Mexican Fiesta Monday night in
Greek Court. Look for the KOR Banner.

Call 348-0783 for rides and info.

NEWS, SPORTS, EDITORIALS, CLASSIFIEDS--

The Best All for YOU in ...

The Daily Eastern New.
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x continue slide, lose 3-0
LEVELAND (AP) - Rod
ls pitched a three-hitter for
irst career shutout as the
s beat the White Sox 3-0
y night in a game repeatinterrupted by swarms of
insects.
White Sox, who have lost
ight, have gone 2-12 and
six games in the standings
rookie Wilson Alvarez
a no-hitter against Baltion Aug. 11.

Batters continually stepped
out of the box and pitchers
walked off the mound to clear
the tiny bugs from their eyes.
Umpires carried, towels to cover
their heads and shoo away the
bugs.
Invasions of flying insects are
not uncommon at Cleveland
Stadium, which is on the Lake
Erie shore.
Cleveland swept the threegame games, their first sweep

since winning four against
Detroit from May 31-June 3.
Nichols (2-10) lowered his
ERA to 3.78, allowing singles
by Tim Raines in the first,
Carlton Fisk in the fourth and
Scott Fletcher in the seventh.
Nichols struck out four and
walked one.
Alex Fernande'Z ( 6-11) allowed three runs and 10 hits in 7 ·
1-3 innings, dropping to 1-4 in
five August starts.

eflections
•From page 12
rewrote the Eastern record
with his high-scoring.
broke the school record for
goals in a season when he
21 times and he also broke
for most goals in a career,
53 goals from 1980-83.
's always good to be back
Kelly said. "I live in a place
Germantown, Ten., which is
ide of Memphis and I just
my first year of working. I
with a beer distributorship

the past year, I decided that

the money wasn't good enough for
me to just play and do nothing else.
I avoided it (working) for so long,
but I guess everybody eventually
has to work."
Kelly i's still enjoying success as ·
a soccer playeF. He just finished
playing in the outdoor Sun Belt
Independent Soccer League, where
he was the leading scorer for the
Memphis Rogues.
Kelly also has many fond memories of his playing days at Eastern.
"The 1981 team was the best
year that I can remember while I
was at Eastern," Kelly said. "The

one thing with that team was that
we all knew that we could have
easily have won everything. As
easy as it was tQi 'us' to fini~h tliiTd,
we could Qave' ~on the NCAA
Championship.;,
Delemar Rodrigues, a senior on
the '81 team, is glad to be back to
see some old buddies.
"Most of the guys from the team
try to keep in touch," Rodrigues
said. "But we're all from different
countries, so it's hard. Whenever
there is an alumni game we try to
get a hold of everyone so we can
get together again."

LX

SIGMA CHI
RUSH '91

MONDAY, AUGUST 26th
Comedy Night
with The Sigs
Professional Comedian
"Bµzz Sutherland"

Drinks &
Appetizers .
Greek

Court

6:00 - 9:00 pm
YOU'LL FIND IT HERE!
At

-GANDOLFI
.CHIROPRACTIC

1

In Charleston

EVERYTHING 'S FREE
*From page 12

fun. They are all a speup. I enjoyed myself and it
to be back at Eastern. It
y a great event."
1981 squad managed to
score close early, when
Kelly showed what made
stem's all-time leading
y heading a pass into the
minutes into the game to
score at one, which was

the score at intermission. Kelly
holds Eastern 's record for most
goals in a season (21) and most
goals in a career (53).
The alumni team opened the
second half with four unanswered
goals, including one by Muhr. He
carefully placed a shot that slowly
rolled by the goaltender as he was
sliding to the ground to make the
score 2-l.
Mosnia saw some action in the

..#• "" , .:. :.:. . L. ......:;.'.: \.: !l~.J, 'bt1G

game, displaying his fine dribbling skills. There was added
pressure on Mosnia, as his 1991
Panthers were cheering him, while
sitting on the sidelines. Every time
the coach would touch the ball the
Panthers would start chanting.
The '91 soccer team got their
first chance of the year to perform
in front of some fans. The
Panthers played during the intermission of the alumni game.

After seven years of providing Eastern Students with quality
chiropractic care, we are welcoming the students back to
school. To welcome you back we are offering to perform our
services on your first visit absolutely free with this certificate!
This includes consultation, examination, treatment, and X-rays if
indicated. Call NOW to schedule your appointment.

J

tO/.' JJ.;\J {O

' -

•

D'sDUGOUT

-··-rrr •ar

·

••n• ·-··

COLES COUNTY'S NEWEST SPORTING
GOODS STORE SPECIALIZING IN:
• Sport Clothing
• Monogramming
• Custom Silkscreen

NDAY SPECIAL
"From the kitchen"

of the Day- (ask for details)

~

INK SPECIAL
'\

ina Coladas $2.75

•Trophies
·Athletic Equipment
• Greek Lettering

•Athletic Shoes
• Embroidery

tMllllllUI BllflSi!liY
•Buy

•Sell

•Trade

820 Lincoln Ave •Charleston, IL • 345-2811
HOURS: Mon .-Fri. 10 - 8; Sat. 9 - 5

GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC
2115 18th St. Call 345-4065
* New Patients only, Certificate must

be presented on 1st visit
Expires Sept. 30, 1991

Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. •
Sat. 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.

I
··--~--------------·
GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK
I
I
I

A Large (16")
•• ·- News & Public Affairs
ausage Pizza ·I

$6.95

I
I
I

Good on Carry-Out & Delivery 7 Days a Week.
US a 32 oz. Ice Cold Soft Drink for just $1.09.
Offer Expires October 10. 19.91.

I

Stretch It At

I
I

--

Department
Rep<>rters

On-Air Positions
Production Staff
If you are interested, please call The ~dio!IV Center for an interview with
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Eastern picked fourth in Gatew
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Despite being picked to win
the 1991 Gateway Football
Conference by Sports Illustrated,
the Panther football squad was
ranked fourth by a poll of conference coaches and sports information directors earlier this month.
The poll, which was released at
the conference media day in St.
Louis July 29; showed the purple
Panthers of Northern Iowa as the
team to beat. Following UNI was
Southwest Missouri State, which
tied Northern Iowa for the 1990
Gateway Championship. Illinois
State was third, Eastern fourth,
and rounding out the field were
Indiana State, Western Illinois
and Southern Illinois.
Eastern, which finished 3-3 in
- the Gateway and 5-6 overall last
MIKE ANSCHUETZIAssociate photo editor
Greg Muhr works hard to keep the ball away from a defender Saturday season, received one first place
vote - which came from fifthafternoon during an alumni game Saturday at Lakeside Field.
year Panther head coach Bob
Spoo.
"They asked us our vote and I
noticed only one person picked
us first and that was me," said

Alum's hold off late
comeback for win

By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

It might have just been a friendly
exhibition game among old friends,
but don't tell the players that.
In a game where both teams used
a physical style of play, the alumni
team from 1969-90 held off a furious comeback attempt Saturday at
Lakeside Field by the 1981 squad
and won5-4.
The alumni team, which featured
players such as Eastern head coach
Cizo Mosnia, the St. Louis Storm's
Greg Muhr and 1990 Eastern goaltender Dave Middleton, appeared
to have the game wrapped up when
it scored at the 4:54 mark of the
second half to make the score 5-1.
But the 1981 team, which finished third in the NCAA I National
Tournament in Eastern 's first season in Division I play, rallied
behind Aldo Esposito, who scored
a hat trick.
Esposito scored all three of his
goals in the final two and a half
minutes of the game, but it was not
enough.
The 1981 squad looked to be in

trouble early when Colin
Cumberbatch (1978-80) went
down With an injury to his right
ankle two minutes into the contest.
"I am real disappointed,"
Cumberbatch said. "I went down
on a tackle and landed the wrong
way."
The injury left the '81 team short
on players, forcing Schellas
Hyndman to suit up and play.
Hyndman, who now coaches at
national
power
Southern
Methodist, was the coach of the
1981 Panthers. He had a seven year
coaching record of 98~24-10, the
best in the Eastern history. He was
also a member of Eastern's NAIA
National Champs in 1969.
Hyndman enjoyed playing, but
was surprised when he was forced
to enter the game.
"Hell no, I didn't expect to play,"
Hyndman said. "I thought it was a
spy movement to get me out there.
When Colin (Cumbebatch) got
hurt, I kept saying 'get up Colin,
get up,' and I looked at the bench
and there was no one but me.
f

Continued on page 11

1991 Gateway Football
Conference Preseason Poll
(Points awarded on 7-6-5-4-3-21 basis)
Team Points
Northern Iowa
93.5
SW Missouri State
79.5
Illinois State
61.5
EASTERN
56
Indiana State
43.5
Western Illinois
29
Southern Illinois
29
Selections made by Gateway
coaches and sports information
directors.
Spoo, who has 21 seniors returning this season. "That's because I
believe in our players and our
program and what we're trying to
get done; but particularly our
senior class."
The inexperience of sophomore quarterback Jeff Thorne,
who was sidelined last season
with an ankle injury, was the reason for the Panthers' fourth place
selection, Spoo said.
"Because of the fact that our

quarterback is such a you
and they don't know a gre
about him," Spoo said o
selection. "That's the main
that can place you lower. I
great deal of him, and I hav
of confidence in all our pla
in our 21 seniors."
Four of the 21 seniors
junior center Brad Fichte!
season All-Gateway Fo
Conference selections. 0
offensive side of the ball
Fichte! is tailback Jamie Jo
All-America candidate,
comes into the season as the
all-time rusher on the Pant
Defensively, the Panthers
three players on the All-G
squad - the most of any sc
led by senior defensive
Kent Mcintyre. Also sel
the team was safety Tony
and the conference's le
returning punter from last
Brian Pindar.
Eastern opens its s
Saturday when it hosts
II Lock Haven Universit
Pennsylvania, at
Stadium.

'81 team rekindles old memori
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

Memories are made from great
moments and the 1981 Eastern soccer team had plenty of those to go
around.
The '81 squad, which was in its
first season at the NCAA Division I
level, finished third in the NCAA I
National Tournament with a 19-2-2
record.
The Panthers limited their opponents to just four goals all season
and goaltender Eric Hartman broke
the school record for most shutouts
in a season, finishing with 16.
Eastern began the regional tournament knocking off Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville 2-1 on an
overtime goal by midfielder
Graham Whitehead. They then.
went on to defeat St. Louis
University 1-0 in the championship
match.
The Panthers then recieved a
break when the Aztecs of San
Diego State were forced to forfeit,
allowing Eastern to join the fourteam national finals at Palo Alto,

Schellas Hyndman

Ca.
Eventual champions Connecticut University edged Eastern 2-1 in
the opener, but the Panthers
bounced back to beat Philadelphia
Textile 4-2 to finish third.
During the year, Eastern had a
13-game unbeaten streak and ended

up outscoring their opponen
The coach of the 1981
Schellas Hyndman, who
seven-year coaching re
Eastern of 98-24-10, was gl
back at Eastern.
"I had a lot of great m
here at Eastern," Hyndm
"It's great that Cizo (Mos
something like this (alumni
. together.
"If you know anyone
1981 team, that was a h
team. It was the first
Division I play for us and
ished third in the country.
have been a championship
was definitely one of the hi
in my 14 years of coachin
was just a special group of
Hyndman has gone on
at Southern Methodist Uni
, which is a among the best
the country every season.
One of the key members
'81 squad, Damien Kelly,
on with his life and is now
for the first time. While at
*Continued on page 1

Using pros in Olmpics may sound good, but not the answ
Michael Jordan, Magic Johnson, Larry
Bird, Patrick Ewing and Charles Barkley.
Sounds like a pretty good starting lineup
for an United States Olympic team
doesn't it?
Over the past week these five megastars have come forward and expressed
interest in playing for the United States
during their summer vacation next year.
With a new Olympic rule stating that
professionals may now compete in
Olympic basketball that dream team is
.now able to wear the red, white and blue.
There is only one problem with letting
the NBA stars represent our country in
the 1992 Olympic games in Barcelona.
Spain, however. There are going to be
five guys on the court that are- accustomed to scoring 25-30 points a game
and there is only going to be one ball
between the five of them.
These guys are used to being able to

shoot the ball when- .
ever they want,
whereever
they
want and how ~ver
many times they
feel like chucking it
up. The bottom line
is that these NBA
players are going to
have a tough time of
finding their roles Don
and becoming role O'Brien
players, the players
who ultimately win the championships.
The current NBA champion Chicago
Bulls are a perfect example of how having a few good role players benefits a
team. Outside of Jordan and Scottie
Pippen, the Bulls had a cast of role players. The little things that John Paxson,
Horace Grant, Craig Hodges, Scott
Williams and B.J. Armstrong did added

------

up to a world championship for the Bulls.
Although our college players haven't
been doing well as of late in international
competition, I still think that they have a
better chance of bringing home the gold
than any NBA all-star team. The NBA
team would be loaded with guys accustomed to playing all the time, that have
large pocketbooks and huge egos.
By putting together a team of amatuers
that showcase the few college super-star
type players along with the typical role
players, you don't have the problems that
you have with the NBA players.
There are no multi-million dollar
salaries, smaller egos, and everyone can
concentrate on the task at hand which is
bringing home the gold medal.
Earlier this month the United States
team, composed of college players, failed
again as they took home a bronze medal
in the Pan American games in Havanna,

Cuba. I asked the Universi
Wisconsin-Green Bay's Tony Be
member of that Pan Am squad, w
thought about the activation of p
Olympic duty.
"I'd like to see the amatuers pla
but they (the United States 01
Committee) want to win," he
"Before, the Pan Am games w
springboard into the Olympic ga
think we still have enough talent
amatuer level to win the gold med
Well Mr. Bennett, I agree wit
you totally. And I just hope that the
guys don't get beat, because we
have anyone else to bring in and
war for us.

-Don O'Brien is the associate
editor for The Daily Eastern News.

